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buy more long positions. What do you make
of this idea?
These funds are a silly gimmick and their half-life
will be short. Nearly every long/short manager
thinks he is equally facile on the short side as
the long. Shorting requires a different skill set;
you have to have the mindset of an investigative
reporter and be a skeptic at the core. Also, many
130-30 funds use exchange-traded funds [ETFs]
as a proxy to short. That’s a cop-out and a poor
way to produce excess returns.
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and aggressive managers who comb for value—
far more than there were 10, 20 or 30 years ago.
Berkshire Hathaway’s outperformance versus the
market has been narrowing in the last decade,
and I expect that will continue. Investors are
going to dump the shares if Buffett is no longer at the helm, though I’m not signaling that he
plans to step down anytime soon.
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Danaher has a trailing 12-month price/earnings
So, which consumer stocks are you shorting?
ratio of about 20. In contrast, the P/E ratio of
Colgate-Palmolive [CL], Kellogg [K] and Gen- General Electric [GE], another diversified ineral Mills [GIS], which are trading at 17 to 18
dustrial company, is under 15. This is surprising
times earnings, but have secular earnings-growth
since GE consistently has had more rapid organic
rates of 7% to 10%. These companies historically
growth overall than Danaher, and organic growth
are seen as recession-resistant, but we doubt it.
is the key sentiment driver and metric that moves
All three are aggressively lifting their selling the diversified-stock group.
prices in response to huge cost increases, but
demand is starting to suffer as private-label com- How about one more short idea?
panies and generics gain market share. Demand Fastenal [FAST], whose stock has risen from 33
elasticity, or sensitivity to changes in prices, in in late January to around 50. They operate about
toothpaste, soaps and other consumer products 2,200 stores in nonmetropolitan areas selling an
has begun to surface in the current recession, as array of services and industrial supplies, includconsumers trade down to private-label products.
ing threaded fasteners. What intrigues me about
this company, in looking at the second half of the
You’re short Berkshire Hathaway [BRK.A]. Bet- year, is that their sales growth is going to be
ting against Warren Buffett in the past was a increasingly difficult to sustain, and a profit miss
costly move, as evidenced by Berkshire’s stel- will likely follow. Earlier this month, Fastenal anlar performance since the 1960s. Why do so
nounced its daily sales in April dropped by half a
now?
percentage point on a sequential basis. That comNo. 1, there will never be another Warren Buf- pares to an 11-year average gain of 0.5%. Compafett. I respect and admire him considerably, but nywide sales in May could be several percentage
in part because of the lucrative compensation
points lower than the typical seasonal growth.
set-up in the hedge-fund industry, the investment
landscape now is inhabited by a lot more smart Thanks very much, Doug. n
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In the past two decades of the bull market,
on average about 58% of the issues on the New
York Stock Exchange have advanced and roughly
42% have declined every year. The 42% provides
us with fertile opportunities for secular, cyclical
and thematic shorts. Short selling is the least
served and most uncrowded hedge-fund strategy
out there.

What makes short selling so difficult to do effectively over a long period?
The objectives of a long buyer and a short seller
are similar. Both want to produce uncommon returns by taking common risk—typically by developing a variant view. Many believe short selling
is a mug’s game, but I don’t, and thus far our
results at Seabreeze have supported our opinion.
But it is essential to maintain a disciplined shortselling strategy because, remember, risk and reward are asymmetric in selling stocks short. An
investor can make only 100% if correct—that is,
if the stock sold short goes to zero. But you can
lose an infinite amount if you’re wrong as the
stock keeps appreciating. And there is a gravitational pull of stocks higher over longer periods
of time. So we use a very conservative approach
to shorting.

the same by being creative in our stock-selection
process.

In what ways are you creative?
We strenuously avoid stocks whose short interest
is high relative to the float, or companies whose
shares have large short positions relative to their
average daily trading volumes. Many short sellers have made the mistake of shorting valuation
and have blown up during short squeezes. Avoiding them allows us to sleep at night and allows
time for our negative fundamental catalysts to
develop.
We also mitigate risk by avoiding leverage
[borrowing to enhance the size of a position]. Historically, short sellers have taken concentrated
positions, often in companies with small to medium capitalizations, and then used—and abused—
leverage. That’s a recipe for disaster, particularly
when they select investments with too many
shorts. The average market capitalization of our
holdings is more than $10 billion. Shorting largecaps is another way to control risk.
One of the latest trends in asset management
is 130-30 funds, in which the manager shorts
30% of the portfolio and uses the proceeds to
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